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COMPILATION OF DISPOSABLE SOI.ID WASTE CASK EVALUATIONS 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Disposable Solid Waste Cask (DSWC) i s  a shielded cask capable of transporting, storing, 
and disposing of six non-he1 core componcnts or approximately 27 cubic feet of radioactive 
d i d  waste. Five existing DSWCs are candidates for use in storing and disposing of non-fuel 
core components and radioactive solid waste from the Interim Examination and Maintmdnce 
Cell, ultimately shipping them to the 200 West Area disposal site for burial, A scries of 
inspections, studies, analyses, and modifications wcre performed to ensure that these casks can 
be used to safcly ship solid waste. These inspections, studies, analyses, and modifications are 
summarized and attached in this report. 
Visual inspection of the casks interiors provided information with respect to condition ofthc 
casks inner liners. Bccause water was allowed to enter the casks for varying lcnglhs of time, 
condition of the cask liner pipe to bottom plate weld was of concern. Based on thc visual 
inspection and a corrosion study, it was concluded that four of the tive casks can be used from a 
corrosion standpoint, Only DSWC S/N-004 would need additional inspection and analysis to 
determine its usefulness. 
The five remaining DSWCs underwent some modification lo prepare them for use. The existing 
cask lifting inserts were found to be corroded and deemed unusable. New lifting anchor bolts 
were installed to replace the existing anchors. Alternate lift lugs were fabricated for use with the 
new lifting anchor bolts. The cask tiedown framc was modified to facilitate adjustment of the 
cask tiedowns. 
As a result o r  the above mentioned inspections, studies, analysis, and modifications, lour of the 
fivc cxisting casks can be used to store and transport waste from the Interim Examination and 
Maintenance Cell to the disposal site for burial. The fifth cask, DSWC S(N-OM, would require 
hrther inspections before it could bc used. 
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1.0 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this report is to document inspections, studies, analyses, and modifications that 
were performed to address the use of five existing Disposable Solid Waste Casks (DSWC) and 
overpacks. The inspection reports, studies, anaIyses, and modification information arc attached 
to this report. 
The DSWC is a shielded cask capable of transporting, storing, and disposing of six non-fuel core 
components or approximately 27 cubic feet of radioactive solid waste. The DSWC packaging 
system consists of a DSWC cask, lifting and tiedown equipment, impact limitcrs, and a 
transporter trailer. The system is designed for onsite transfer and long t a m  storage and disposal 
of Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) non-fuel irradiated core components or solid wastes from the 
400 Area to the 200 West Area disposal site. 
Five DSWCs are currently stored at the Hanford 400 Area. Tt is desired to use these casks to 
store waste removed from the lntwirn Examination and Mahtcnance Cell, ultimately shipping 
them to the 200 West Area disposal site for burid In order to use thcse casks, a series of 
inspections, studies, analysts, and modifications were performed to ensure that the casks can be 
used to safely ship solid waste. These inspections, studies, analyses, and modifications are 
summarized below and attached to this document. 
2.0 CASK STORAGE HISTORY 
Two sets of five DSWCs each were fabricated in two separate campaigns. The first set was 
reccived in 1983 and the second set was received in October 1989. Four DSWCs from the first 
set and one DSWC from the second sct were filled with waste and shipped to the 200 Arca for 
buri a1 . 
The remaining five DSWCs have been stored at thc 400 Area far a number of years. Review of 
shipping and storage records showed that the cask liners were exposed to water for varymg 
amounts of time. The oldest remaining DSWC (SIN-004) was fabricated and delivered in 1983 
and may have contained water for most of its life sincc it was originally only protccted by a 
plastic wrap that degraded long ago. Tbc newer DSWCs (SN-006, SM-007, S ~ - O O S  and 
S/"-OlO) each contained a small amount of water when received From the manufacturer in 
October 1983, as documented by the rcceivhg records and an associated nonconformance report. 
This water was drained and the casks were temporarily covered per work package F9-29831W 
and placed in outsidc storage. Although the water may have been removed from thesc casks 
within a month of receipt prior to the temporary cover placement, it is conservatively estimated 
that the water remained in the casks until they were permanently covered in September 1990. 
Permanent covers for these four casks were fabricated, desiccant filled canisters were placed in 
thc bottom of the casks, tethered by a rope, and the casks were sealed in September of 1390. 
1 
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All tive casks were moved to an indoor storage location in October I997 and remincd indoors 
until October 2004, when they were again placed outside. While being stored indoors, casks 
WN-007 and S/N-008 were opened and the desiccant container was removd from S/N-007. 
During inspection in April 2006. it was discovered that casks S/N-O04, S/N-007, and S/N-008 
contained water. Casks S N 0 0 6  and S/N-010 both remained dry. The total duration of time 
each cask may have contained water is conservatively estimated as follows: 
Cask #4 - up to 23 years 
Cask #6 and #I 0 - up to 1 1 months (conservative estimate) 
Casks #7 and #8 - up to 29 months (conservative estimate) 
When cleaned in April 2006, cask SN-004 contained approximately 20 gallons of water; cask 
SM-007, approximately five gallons; cask SIN-003, 1 1 quarts. This mount of water 
corresponds approximately to the following depth of water: 
- Cask Dm th {inches) 
4 12.01 
7 3,Q 
8 1.65 
Water was removed h m  the casks pior to the cleaning and interior inspection. The casks were 
resealed after cleaning and interior inspections were completed. 
Starting in October 2006, new bolt anchors were installed in all h e  casks per work package 
4A-04-75831M. During this time, the casks were opened to facilitate the installation activity. 
Weather covers werc placed over the casks and great pains taken to keep water from entering the 
cask liner. Each cask was open for about one to three weeks, then DRI I1 desiccant bags were 
placed inside the casks. See Appendix A for a complete listing of the openinglclosing activilies 
that took place during the new anchor bolt installation. 
3.0 CASK INSPECTIONS 
3.1 Interior Visual Inspection and Cleaning 
The five remaining DSWCs located on the 400 Area storage pad were clcaned and inspected as 
part of readying the casks fir use. The casks were opened and water and debris werc removed. 
Each cask inside liner was cleaned using a soft chimney carbon steel wire brush. Sevcral inches 
near the bottom of the cask liner where water had stood was cleaned using a power drill with 
wire brush attachment. Inspection of  the bottom region adjacent to the liner-to-bottom weld was 
remotely performed using picturcs and video. 
2 
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Work package 4F-OB-441/W was used to perfom inspections of the casks by removing rust and 
visually evaluating the interface. The interface refers to thc site where the liner sits on the 
bottom plate. Located behind the interface at the outer diameter of the liner is the 5/8-inch filet 
weld applied to the liner and bottom plate. The weld is covered with concretc making a direct 
inspcction of the weld impossible. 
The liner specification is schedule 60 pipe, ASTM A1 06, A53, or MI 5 LBS. Optionally, the 
liner may be a rolled plate, A36, o f  equivalent thickness with a full penetration wcld. These 
casks were fabricated using schedule 60 pipe, API Specification SL, Specification for Line Pipe. 
The bottom plate is made of 0 3 6  inch x 4 inch, carbon steel ASTM A36. 
Inspection photographs were obtained using borescope model X L  Pro, manufactured by 
Everest VIT (now owned by General Electric). Note that items will appear larger than normal. 
The color of the borescope light source is green. Thesc pictures are presented in thc small web 
format size of 448 x 299 without any cnhancements. 
Visual examination observations and information gathered during inspection of the casks are 
summarized in Appendix B. 
3.2 Exterior Visual Inspection 
The exterior of each DSWC was inspected for damage. Cask SN-OM has a -1B-inch decp, 
1-1 /4 x 7/8 inch gouge located about 31 inches from the ground level, This was most likely 
causd by the scaffold used for the interior inspections and cleaning. There me somc superficial 
lines or cracks in the paint located an the sides of each cask. There is no evidence of concrete 
spauling at or near these linedcracks. 
The A36 shield plugs and thc closure plates were examined and no problems were noted. The 
plugs and closure plates had been stored outside in an open but covered shed. Also, except for 
mill scale m problems were noted during examination of  the DSWC at the weld site for the 
closure plate. That weld arca is protected by the temporary cover, 
3.3 Rebar Scans 
In preparation for drilling holes in the top of the DSWCs to relocate thc anchor bolts, scans using 
a magnetic locating device werc performed on two DSWCs to locate the rebar under the top 
surface of the casks. The scans showed that thcre was a layer of steel three inches below thc 
surface but for the most part could not discern distinct rebar with any certainty. The scans 
managed to map only about one quarter to one third of what should be there. A rescan using 
ground penetrating radar was performed and confirmed the location of rebar seen in the initid 
scan plus Iocated additional rebar. 
3 
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3.4 Overpack Inspection 
The DSWC transportation overpacks were inspected to verify that the ovapacks have remained 
leak tight against thc intrusion of water, which could deteriorate the foam filling in the 
overpacks. Inspection w a  limited to the external welds that rorm the seal for the overpacks. 
Inspcxtion was performed to determine acceptability of welds. The results of the inspcction 
showed that all welds are acceptable. Most exhibited some light rust and for some, the pin t  had 
chipped. After final acccptance of the weIds, thc overpacks were repainted. Thc weld 
inspection table is included in Appendix C. 
The foam manufacturer was contacted concerning potential fbr deterioration due to exposure to 
moisture, Their test samplelresearch confumed no dcterioration of the ham from exposure to 
moisture, based on their test conditions. 
4.0 CASWCASK SUPPOK'T EQUIPMENT MODlFlCATIONS 
4.1 Cask 
The fivc remaining DSWGs undcrwent some modification to prcpare them for use, Thc existing 
cask lifting inserts were found to be corrodcd and deemed unusable, Figures 1 and 2. New 
lifting anchor bolts wcrc designed to replace thc cxisting anchors. An alternate lifl lug was 
designed for use with the ncw lifting anchor bolts, 
The cask modificalion included replacing the cxisting lifting attachment by drilling holes in the 
casks and inserting new lifting anchors with couplcrs to be used with new lifting lugs. The new 
lifting anchors with couplers wcre installed per FFTF work package 4A-04-075831M. The 
alternate lift lug weldments are per FFTF work package 4F-06-043071M. Bath the new lift 
anchors and alternak lift lug weldments were address4 in "F-FMP-06-30682-RO. 
Appendix D contains inspcction and materials information for the new anchor bolts and couplers 
installed on the casks. The appendix also includes inspection and materials information for thc 
alternate lift lugs. 
Core drilling, installation of new lifting anchors and inhvidual proof testing of  the anchors per 
4A-04-7583M, "Modify Lining Attachments for DSWC," was started on Monday, 
October 2,2006 and completed on Wednesday, November 29,2006. Grouting of abandoned 
holes, painting of Lift Lug locating stripes and anchor group proof testing was completed in 
May 2007. 
Appendix A conlains information gathered during the installation of the new anchor bolts. 
Extensive training (work package # 4F-OG-03335fW) on the core drilling method nnd anchor bolt 
installation was conducted prior to the actual work being performed on the DSWCs. A drilling 
template was fabricated to align the hole location relative to the predicted location of the rebar, 
4 
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as determined from the rebar scans. A full scalc layout of the rebar locations was prcpared, the 
drilling template was placed on this layout, and the hole placement for each hole grouping was 
determined. Once the template was set, it was transferred to the DSWC, aligned, and used for 
the hole drilling activity. 
Appendix E presents the updated analysis of the lilting anchor bolts. Drillco Maxi-bolts were 
used to replace the existing rusted inserts. Three sets of four 1 -inch Drillct, Maxi-bolts and 
ASTM A293 Grde I37 bolts (four bolts per set) with 20!4-inch embedment (22-inch may be 
used for additional safety) were installed at 120" apart. The bolt patterns arc 7 inches h m  the 
outside f'ace of the cask to the outer row of bolts, 8 inches between rows of bolts, and 1 1 inches 
between columns of bolts. The bolt location was allowed to vary up to 1.25-inch either way in 
the hoop direction when the new anchor bolt hterfcred with the reinforcing steel. 
The margin of safety ofthe existing inserts is 0.82 as calculated in Rcfaence 1 ,  Design Analysis 
Report (DAR). Based on the same mcthod as used in Reference 1, the margin of safety for the 
Drillco Maxi-Bolts anchors is 1.36. The new anchor bolts are safer than the existing inserts. 
4.2 Alternate Lift Lugs 
An alternate lift lug was designed (HNF-FMP-06-30682-RO and -ROA) ta be used with the new 
anchor bolts. Because the anchor bolt placement needed to avoid the rebar in the cask concrete, 
actual anchor bolt placement could be adjusted, as discussed in Section 4,a. To account for this 
possible adjwtment, an alternate lifl lug was designed and built that had slotted bolt holcs. 'The 
removablc lifting lug base plates arc 11 %-inch wide, 14-inch long, and 2%-inch thick. The 
removable alternate lift lugs are attached to the anchors by 1-inch ASTM A193 Grade I37 Studs 
and ASTM A197,Heavy Hcx Nuts. The other parts and weld are the same as the existing lug. 
Appendix E also includes the analysis of the alternate lift lugs, which shows acceptable margins 
of safety. 
4.3 Cask Tiedown Frame 
Thc cask tiedown frame was modifid to facilitate adjustment of the cask liedowns, The 
endplates of the tiedown kame were modified to allow the tiedown links to swing, permitting 
workcrs to make adjustments without getling under a suspcnded load. The endplate lugs were 
reduced from 1Zincbes wide to 8.5-inches wide. This reduction is acceptable from a DAR 
standpoint ("F-FMP-OG-29 1 73-RO) because the attachlent lugs are assumed to be 8.0 inches 
in the analysis. 
5.0 CORROSION STUDY 
A contract was placed to evaluate the potential for degradation of the disposable solid waste cask 
weld joint due to corrosion. Amber Engineering (Bill Brehm) was contracted to assess the 
condition of the remaining four DSWCs with respect to structural inte&y of the stcel cavity 
liner, and to evaluate whether or not there is a pracljcal concern due to water in the steeI cavity 
liner lower weId joint and surrounding parent metal. 
5 
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T h i s  evaluation concluded that the steel liner of the two casks that contained water for a period 
of less than one year sustained only light rusting during their storagc, and are satisfactory for use 
as far as the scope of this evaluation is concerned, provided they are stored under conditions that 
preclude future water entry into the casks. The same is true for the two casks which contained 
water for up to 29 months. This conclusion was reached based on the fact that the evaluation 
indicates very little potential for crevice corrosion, stress-assisted corrosion, stress-comsion 
cracking, or galvanic corrosion, and that the total amount of corrosion, even using the nuximum 
probable rate based on availablc information, would not be sufficient to compromise cask 
integrity. Regarding the one cask (WN-004) that probxhly had water in it for ovm 20 years, there 
may have been suficient corrosion over the 20+ years to thin the region near the bottom 
weldment to such a degree that cask integrity i s  no longer guaranteed, but it is hy no means 
certain ihut such an m o u n t  of corrosion has actualt) occurred. 
The complete study is providd in Appendix F. An analysis of water and solids collected from 
casks S/N-O04 and SN-008 was discussed in the Corrosion Evaluation and is attached in 
Appendix G. Water from these two casks was analyzed because SNOW had the most water for 
the longest time and S/N-008 had the least water for the least time, thus bounding all of thc 
casks. 
6.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The condition and configuration of the five DSWCs currently stored on the 400 Arca Interim 
Storage Area (ISA) was addresscd herein. Based on the information presented and summarized 
in Tables 1 and 2 below, DS WCs S/N-OOG, 9"-007, S/N-008, and S N - 0 1 0  are acceptable for 
receiving and storing waste. The condition of DSWC S/N-004, relative to corrosion of the inner 
lincr weld, needs to be exmined further if  i t  is to be deemed acceptable for receiving and storing 
waste 
The corrosion of the weldment in cask S/N-004, evcn though i t  is not expected to be more than 
the corrosion ofthe steel Iiner, may be too great to maintain the integrity of the weld4 joint in 
the design basis accident when the maximum corrosion rate is considered. If cask SIN-004 is 
needed, additional inspection of thc weld and bottom of the liner, perhaps using ultrasonics, 
should be performed. 
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Table 1. Summary of DSWC Evnluationsllnspections 
sm-007 
Liner Inspcction 
This cask had approximately 20 gallons of 
water and was not covered. Bird feathcrs, sand, 
and RTV debris werc found in this cask. The 
neoprene gasket at the shield plug sct down 
ledge was in poor condition and removcd. 
Some rust spots were noted hi thc floor and 
wall. No cracks or pitting were noted at the 
weld interface. 
This cask cuntaincd no water when opened in 
April 2006. The exposed portion of the 
caulking had small crdcks and shrinkage the 
caulking between the water proof cover and 
cask was v q  pliable. The water pmof cover 
had to be pried off. The bottom side of the 
cover, which faces the inside of the cask, had no 
rust. The desiccant canisters were in excellent 
condition as shown in Figure 3 with the 
humidity indicator showing no pink. indicating 
low moisturc content in the cask interior 
envimnment during storagc. The neoprene 
gasket on the shield plug set down ledge was in 
good cmhtion but had exceeded its shelf tife. 
The gasket was replaced during anchor bolt 
installation. 
Some rust spots were noted in the flmr and 
wall. No cracks or pitting were noted at the 
weld interface. 
- 
This cask had approximatelyfive gallonrof 
water when opened in April 2006. The metal 
cover had becn disturbed and caulking was not 
providing an impermcabk seal. Rust was noted 
on both sides of the water proof cover. Ihe 
neoprene gasket on the shield plug set down 
ledge was in good condition but had exceeded 
its shelf life. The gasket was replaced during 
anchor bolt inslallation. 
Some rust spots werc noted in the floor and 
wall. No cracks or pitting were noted at the 
weld interface. 
Cormsion 
evaluation of 
liner and 
weld. 
Acceptahle 
Acceptable 
Weld 
Inspection 
N/A 
NIA 
NIA 
7 
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sm-010 
Impact 
Limiters 
Liner Inspection 
This cask had approximately 11 quarts of watcr 
when opened in April 2006. The water proof 
cover was off center and cracks were noted in 
the caulking. Rust wm noted on both sides of 
thc water proof cover. This cask had two 
desiccant canisters which were both lying in 
water at the bottom of the cask. The humidity 
indicator and the attached paper labeling were 
in poor condition. The closure plate weld 
surface wasn't completely smooth due to mill 
scale. There was some rust in thc mill scale. 
The neoprene gasket on the shield plug set 
down lcdge was in good condition but had 
exceeded its shelf life. The gasket was replaced 
during anchor bolt installation. 
Some rust spots werc noted in the flwr and 
wall. No cracks or pitling were observed at the 
weld interface. 
This cask contained no watcr when opened in 
April 2006. The exposed caulking had minor 
cracks and minor shrinkage. The caulking 
between the water proof cover and cask was 
pliable and intact. The water proof cover had to 
be pried off. When the cover w a s  removed air 
movement was heard but it couldn't be 
determined if air leaked into or out of thc cask. 
Desiccant canistcrs were in excellent condition 
and thus, had remained funCticmal. There was 
somc rust in the mill scale at the plate nnd pipe 
interface. Thc bottom of the cover has rust. 
The cask bore had some rust dust.' There is a 
white residue at the top which i s  not water or 
alcohol soluble but it will scrape off. 
Some rust spots were noted in the floor and 
wall. No cracks or pitting were observed at the 
plate and pipe interface. The neoprene gasket 
was replaced during anchor bolt installation. 
N/A 
Corrosion 
Evaluation 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
N/A 
Wcld 
Inspection 
NIA 
NIA 
Acceptable 
." .._* ... " . ... . .I , . . . .--..- 
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End Plate Lugs 
Trimmed 
New LiR Lugs 
Fabricatcd 
Table 2. Summary of Modifications 
Anchor Bolt New Anchor 
Bolts Installed 
Status 
Anchor bolts were installed on all DSWCs. 
Complete 
Complete 
9 
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OPENINGlCLOSlNG ACTIVITIES PERFORMED UNDER WORK PACKAGE 
4A44-75831M: 
DSWC SIN-OM 
OPENED 10-3-06. DESICCANT CANlSTERS SEALED 1N BAGS. 
CLOSED 10-25-06. DEStCCANT CANISTER BAGS REMOVED. TWO NEW CONTAINER 
URI 11 DESICCANT BAGS INSTALLED UNDER TEh-WORARY COVER. 
SHIELDING PLUG NEOPRENE GASKET WAS REPLACED. 
DSWC sm-008 
OPENED 10-17-06. DESICCANT CANISTERS SEALED IN BAGS. 
CLOSED 10-25-06. DESICCANT CANISTER BAGS REMOVED. Two NEW CONTAINER 
DRI TI DESICCANT BAGS INSTALLED UNDER TEMPORARY COVER. 
SHELDING PLUG NEOPRENE GASKET WPLACED 10-25-06. 
DSWC SnU-010 
OPENED 10-27-06. DESICCANT CANISTERS SEALED IN BAGS. 
CLOSED 11-3-06, DESICCANT CANISTER BAGS REMOVED. TWO NEW CONTAINER 
DRI I1 DESICCANT BAGS INSTALLED UNDER TEMPORARY COVER. 
SHIELDING PLUG NEOPRENE GASKET REPLACED 11-8-06. 
DSWC sm-007 
OPENED 1 1-1-06. NO DESICCANT CANISTERS IB CASK - ONLY DESICCANT BAGS 
WHICH WERE DISPOSED OF. 
CLOSED 11-14-06. FOUR NEW CONTAINER DRI II DESJCCANT BAGS INSTALLED IN 
MAIN CHAMBER. TWO NEW CONTAINER DRI II DESICCANT BAGS INSTALLED 
UNDER TEMPORARY COVER. 
SHIELDING PLUG NEOPRENE GASKET REPLACED I 1  -14-06. 
15 
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DSWC SIN-006 
OPENED 11-21-06. DESICCANT CANISTERS SEALED TN BAGS. NO DESICCANT 
BAGS FOUND UNDER TEMPORARY COVER. 
CLOSED 11-28-06. DESICCANT CANISTER BAGS =MOVED, TWO NEW CONTAINER 
DRT 11 DESICCANT BAGS INSTALLED UNDER TEMPORARY COVER. 
SHIELDING PLUG NEOPRENE GASKET REPLACED 11-28-06, 
16 
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RADIAL REBAR EXPLORATORY AMOUNT LONG HOOP REI3AR AMOUNT 
ENCOUNTERED OK FINAL MTERIAL OR ENCOUNTERED MATERIAL 
(YEmq I)RII,T,lNG REMOVED SHOR'I' (YESMO) REMOVED 
- !4" DM. 
NO -__ __ _ _  - YES EXPLORATORY - %" DEEP ( R s s u n l ~ ~  SHORT 
NO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
TOP r..s. 
----*-_ NO - --- --- -- 
TBNG NO -I"___-_ EXPLOKATORY -I/I B' 
& FINAL R.S. YES 
_- -- - -_- NO NO ----*-*-_- -- --- _- -
DSWC ANCHOR INSTA1,LATION INFORMATION 
HOLE GROUP A 
HOLE LOUPB 
RADIAL REBAR 
'OLE ENCOUNTERED 
(YESNO) 
EXPLORATORY AMOUNT LONG 
ORFINAL MATERIAL OK 
DRILLlNli REMOVED SHORT NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
HOLE 
HOLE 
NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
NO -------__-_____I 
I I I 
.ow c 
RADIAL REBAR EXPLORATORY 
ENCOUNTERED OR FINAL 7 
REMOVED SHORT 
HOOPREBAR MOUNT 
ENCOUNTERJ3l MATERIAL 
REMOVED 
NO 
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HOOP REBU 
ENCOUNTERED 
(YESINO) 
PIIMOUN'T 
MATERIAL 
REMOVED 
-% BAR 
'I'ItlCKNBSS 
FULL UAR 
TI IlCKNkSS 
ENCOUNTERED ORFINAL MATERIAL OR 
(YESNO) DRILLING REMOVED SHORT 
-3116" SIIOK'I- 1 R.S. I c h u r n e d )  YES YES 
I - 1  I 
YES 1 EXPLORATORY YES 
NO 
EXPLORATORY 
OR FINAL 
DMLLING 
HOOP REBAR 
ENCOUNTER ED 
(YESINO) 
AMOCNT 
MATEFUAL 
REMOVED E ENCOUNTERED (YESDIO) - 5 BAR '1" ICKN E S S NO YES I NO NO - !G BAR 
TH 1 C: K N P, S S 1 3  YES NO 
NO - % BAR TI IICKNESS YES 
4 NO 
i 3  NO 
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EXPLORATORY AMOUNT LONG 
DRIT,I.WG REMOVED SHOK'L' 
ORFWAL MATERIAL OR 
YES 1 EXPLOKATORY 
AMOUNT 
MATERIAI, 
RliMOVEn 
4 /16 '  
R.S. 
HOOP REDAR 
ENCOUNTERED 
(YEWO) 
HOOP RTjBAR 
ENCOUNTERED 
(YESNO) 
YES 
NO 
AMUINT 
MATERTA 1. 
REMOVED 
?4 BAR 
TIItCKNESS 
-%BAR 
THlCKN ESS 1 YES  
PULL BAR 
TIIICKNESS 2 LONG YES 
I 
I 
3 NO 
NO 
T I 
-3!16" FINAL 4 
HOLE 
IIOLE 
NO. 
I I 
1OUP B 
RADIAL REBAR 1 KXPLORATORY AMllLTNT 
U T E R I A L  
REMOVEI) 
ENCOUNTERED OR FINAL 
URIIJ,TNG REMOVED SHOKT + 
1 -I- 
No I NO I SHORT <1!16" 
TOP 1 ( A s s d )  NO 2 - 
3 
4 
HOLE 
HOLE 
NO. 
r'...--*---- 
No I I 
tOUP c 
RADlALREI3hR I EXPLOKATORY 1 AMOUNT LONG 
OR 
SHORT 
LOhTG 
[ h u m e d )  
ENCOUNTERED OR FlNAL MATERIAL 
REMOVED 
YES 1 EXPLORATORY < 111 6" TC)P L.S. 1 
2 
3 
4 
- 
NO 
I 
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DSWC sm-008 
tclTJP A .- _ _  .- 
RADIAL REBM EXPLORATORY AMOW'I' IDNG 
ENCOUNTERED OKFINAL MATERIAL OK 
(YES/NO) L)RII.IJNG REMOVED SHORT 
I IIQLE 
'p -, 1 il6" R,S, YES 1 EXPLORATOKY 1 LONG 
LONG 
k- 
l 4  LONG 
I 1 
LOUY B 
W I A L R E R A R  1 EXPLORATORY HOOP REBAR 
EKCOUN'I1ERED 
( Y E W O )  
ENCOI J NTERED OR FINAL 
DRILLING 
EXPLORATORY SHORT YES 
UNK. -1116" R.S . YES EXPLORATORY hTO 
NO 
NO N@ 
I 
toup c 
RADLALREDAR I EXPLORATORY AMOUNT 
MTERLAL 
REMnVED 
IDNG 
ENCOUNTERED OR FIN A L 
YESrnO DRILLING 
OR 
SHORI' 
LONG 
(Assumed) 
<l/lh" 
RS. I '  YES 1 FJNAL 
- '/4' 
TOP R.S. 
SHORT 
(Assumed) 
I 
Y BS I EXPLORATORY 
NO 
NO 
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HOOPREBAR 
ENCOUNTEFCED 
(Y ESrnO) 
YES 
YES 
AMOUNT 
MATERIAL 
REMOVED 
FULL BAR 
THICKNESS 
FULL BAR 
THICKNESS 
HOIJE 
HOLE 
NO. 
1 
ENCOUNTERED ORFINAL MATERIAL OR 
(YES/NO) I>IULLlNG MMOVED SHORT 
2 
3 
4 
HOLE 
H0I.E 
NO. 
1 
4 
LONG 
~1!16" EXPLORATORY Top L,s. YES 
LOUP c 
ENCOUNTERED 
YESNO 
YES 
REMOVED 
% BAR 
'I'HICKNESS 
YES 
NO 
NO 
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TABLE NOTES FROM ANCHOR INSTALLATTON: 
Exploratory drilling drill bit sizes ranged from Vi" up to 1%'. Normally wry little material was 
removed from rebar that was encountered during the exploratory drilling. Typically the rebar 
was just nicked with less than 1/16" material removed. Notations of < 1/16" material rcmoval 
indicate the rebar was just nicked. 
Final core drill bit diameter was 1 h9". Any rebar that was encountered during the final core 
drilling had material removed from the side of the rebar in the shape of an arc that corresponds to 
the radius of the core drill bit. The fraction entered in the Amount Material Removed blcck for 
the radial rebar indicates the approximate distance from the theoretical edge ofthe rebar and the 
doepat part of the arc. These are distance estimates are based on rough measuremenls taken in 
the field, 
R.S. = Right Side L.S. = Left Side 
Lcfi and Right sides of rebar are as viewed by a person standing at thc center OF the DSWC and 
looking towards the outsidc dge. 
Hole Groups were assigned letter designations of A, B and C in a clockwise direction, with A 
being the first Hole Group located clockwise from the cask nameplate. 
Any radial rebar cncountered in holes 3 or 4 was considered to be LONG. If radial rcbar 
encountered in hoIes 1 or 2 appeared to line up with rebar encountered in holes 3 or 4 it was also 
considered to be LONG. 
Radial rebar encountered in holes 1 or 2 that has been given the SHORT (Assumed) notation has 
been given that notation bascd on relative location to either the presence or absence of radial 
rebar in holes 3 or 4 and/or ground pactrating radar scan results. 
The Amount of Material Removed lmm hoop rebar is elcpressd as fractions or the total rebar 
thickness (%, %, % or Full Bar Thickness). These are only estimates base on field notes and 
sketches. 
Radial rebar i s  #6 rebar (%" diameter). Hoop rebar is #4 rebar (K' diameter). 
22 
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DSWC LIFTING ANCHOR 
I N STAL LATI 0 N 
Performed per 4A-04-75831M 
during October and November of 
2006 
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DSWC SlN-006 on ISA Pad 
L7- .. . . ,  
. 
DSWCs SIN-007 & SIN-010 with 
scaffolding & weather enclosure. 
I 
t:. m. - 
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DSWCS SIN-007 & SIN410 with 
scaffolding & weather enclosure. 
. - _..I. 
Determining ideal hole locations using Adjustable 
Template laid over rebar scan tracings. 
. . .  r -- 
.. .l. . .  
\C.I-? 
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Prior to drilling. Temporary cover still installed. 
Mew anchor hole group tebrs have been 
assigned. 
Temporary steel cover has been removed. Cask 
ID was used to locate Adjuetable Template and 
Hole Pattern Angle Locating Template. 
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Hole Pattern Angle Locating Temptate placed in 
,msk ID. 
. .  
' , -  
> -  
C .  :,. 
Hole Pattern Angle Locating Template was used to 
verify new hole pattern centerlines. 
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P a p  38 of 235 of DAO5240516 
Adji stable Template used to mark start points for 
exploratory drilling. 
Exploratory drilling, dry with Hilti concrete drill bits. 
Exploratory drilling complete. Note indication of 
encounters with rebar at holes Gl & C-2. 
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Adjusting Drillm Drilling Machine to level core drill 
I 
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Starting core drilling using Adjustable Template 
with Core Drill Guide 8ushlng in$talled, 
m ... . 
Continuation of core drilling without aid of 
Adjustable Template. Note rubber dam to channel 
water to side of cask. 
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Continuation of core drilling withuuf aid of 
Adjustable Template. 
1 
P 
. .  . . 
Drillco Undercut Too1 installed on Drillco 
Drilling Machine. 
P a p  42 of 235 of DAO5240516 
Undercutting hole with Driltco Undercut Tool. 
Completed core drilled holes at hote group 6. Note 
relocated holes at lacations 6-2, 6-3 & B 4  
I . 
4 
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Gauge pins inserted in completed anchor holes. 
- .  . 
. l i f t  Lug template set over gauge pins to verify 
proper location of anchor holes. - a  
. . .. . .  , . I  
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Drillco Flush Mount Anchors4 
. . < .  ' . . * '  . '.. 
..a 
I 
/' 
Drillco Flush Mount Anchor with some of the 
setting tooling (black Items) attached. 
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Drillco Flush Mount Anchor inserted In hydraulic 
setting tooling. 
-* 
Drillco Flush Mount Anchor in hydraulic setting 
twling being inserted in hole. 
P a p  46 of 235 of DAO5240516 
Setting Drillco Flush Mount Anchor ustng hydraulic 
setting tooling. 
.. .. 1 
Drillco Flush Mount Anchor installed in hde prior to 
installing Coupler (aka Coupler Nut). 
36 
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Drillw Flush Mount Anchor Coupler 
[aka Coupler Nut). 
, . .  .... . .< I. 
', , - . .? 
- /  
. .  . ' .  - . .  >- 2 
- 1: - 
. .  
I nstailing Coupler using installation tool. 
Coupler after instalIation, flush with cask 
surface. 
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Individual anchor proof testing using 
hydraulic unit- 
U 
Hole Gruup B with Drillco Flush Mount Anchors 
completely installed and indMdualIy proof tested. 
. .. , > 
. ...- 
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Using Lift Lug Template to mark position of 
location striping (to be painted on later). 
Thread Protectors installd in Couplers. 8acker 
rud material inserted in m@oratory holes (to be 
grouted later]. 
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RTV. Exploratory holes tempwarily sealed with 
R l V  (to be grouted later). 
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APPENDIX B. lNSPECTION AND CLEANING REPORT SUMMARY 
4F-06-9411w Clean and Inspection Findings 
Mike Rodriguez - August 8,2006 
In traduction, Summaw and History 
The five remaining DSWCs located on the 400 Area storage pad were cleaned and inspected as 
part ofreadying the casks for use. The casks were opened, water and debris was removed. The 
cask inside liner was cleancd using a soR chimney wire brush. Scveral inches of the bottom cask 
liner was cleaned using a power drill with wire brush attachment. Inspection of the bottom 
region adjacent to the lincr to lmttoni weld joint was remotcly performed using pictures and 
video. 
The history for DSWC #4 is not comparable with the history of the other casks; therefore it’s not 
likely to be used without further evaluation. DS WC #4 is thc oldest and with 20 gallons of watcr 
this was the dirtiest of the casks. DSWC #’s 6,7 ,8 ,  10 will be used to bury irradiated waste. 
DSWC #7 had 5 gallons and #S had 1 I quarts of water. DSWC #’s 6 and 10 contained no water. 
h 1983, DSWC #4 was fabricated and stored outside. The shield plug was in the cask and a 
plywood disk was placed aver the hole. 
In 1989, DSWC #’s 6,7, 8, and 10 were fabricated and stored outside prior to shipping. Upon 
arrivaI at FFTF, all four casks had water in them. During manufacture the steel liner was 
hydraulically tested and water in the casks was fiom that test. 
In September 1990 per work package F9-02983N the water was removed, desiccant was 
installed, and #’s 6,7,8, and 10 were sealed with a weather proof carbon stcel cover. Work 
package F9-029&3/W (4F-89-023831w) leads us to believe the DSWC #4 shield plug was 
removed at this time. Work package F9-02983MT doesn’t clearly state what was done to 
preparc #4 prior for outside storage. Inquiries have Icd us to believe plastic sheeting was used to 
cover the cask. It’s unclear why a weather proof carbon steel cover wasn’t installed 011 #4 as per 
F9-029831W. 
In October 1997, all five DSWCs were moved indoors into the Maintenance and Storage Facility 
(MASF) per work package 4F-97- 19761M. It’s assumed #4 was still without a weather proof 
cover. 
In March 2004 per work package 4A-04- 1039/W the wealher proof cover was removed from two 
casks for demonstrating the transfer of a Core Component Pot (CCP) into a cask. The shield 
plugs had previously been removed in 1990. With a high degree of confidence it’s certain 
that #’s 8 and 7 were operied. When #7 was examined per this package the desiccant canisters 
were missing. Recently, desiccant canisters were located at MASF and we believe they belonged 
to #7. The excellent condition of these desiccant canisters is a strong indicator that them was no 
42 
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watcr in #7 when it was sealed in 1330 and thm opened in 2004. We belicve that is also the case 
with #8 but it’s not certain. Another strong indicator that #7 and #8 were the two casks opened 
in MASF in 2004 is that water was found in these cash when they were opened in Apri I 2006, 
On October 28,2004 all five DSWCs were removed rrom MASF and placed outside per work 
packagc 4A-04-6586n;V. Four casks had metal covers. DSWC ##4 had a wooden cover bul it’s 
not clear if plastic sheeting was in place. 
On April 5,2006 #4 didn’t have i ts  wooden covcr in place and 20 gafbns ofwater was found in 
the cask. On April 6,2006 #7 was uncovered and 5 gals of water was found in thc cask. On 
April 25,2006 #8 was uncovered and 11 quarts of water was found in the cask. The wcather 
proof covers on casks #’s 8 and 7 had not been properly sealed in March 2004. Therefore water 
may have resided in thcse casks from October of 2004 into the spring of 2006. It’s uncMtain 
how long water might have resided in DSWC #4 sincc it isn’t clear when, if ever, it was scated 
with a weather proof cover. 
After removing rust fimn the casks per 4F-06-941W weather proof covers were installed and 
sealed for all casks, including DS WC #4. While waiting for material and scaffolding and due to 
a prolonged spring some rain water WEIS removcd from the cask prior to sealing them on the 
following dates: 
5/22/2006 #7 
5/24/2006 #6 and ##IO 
6/22/2006 #8 and #4 
Work package 4F-06-9411W was used to inspect the casks by removing rust and visually 
evaluating the cask liner to bottom plate interface. Thc interface refers to the site wherc the liner 
sits on the bottom plate. Locatcd at the outer surface of thc cask liner is the 5/8” filet weld 
applied to the liner and bottom plate. The weld is covered with concrete making B direct 
inspection of the weld impossible. 
The liner specification is schedule 60 pipe, ASTM AlM, A53, or API 5 LBS. Optionally, as is 
the case in all five casks, the liner may be a rolled plate, A36, of equivalent thickness with a full 
penctration weld. The bottom plate is made of 036 inch x 4 inch, carbon steel ASTM A36. 
Digital pictures were obtained using borescope model XL Pro, manufactured by Everest VIT 
(now owned by General EIectnc). Note that items Will appear larger than iiormal. The color of 
the borescope light source is green. These pictures are presented in the small web f m t  size of 
448 x 299 without any enhancements. 
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DSWC #4 
History: DSWC #4 was fabricated in 1983, shipped to the 400 Area and stored outside. The 
shield plug was in the cask and a plywood disk was placed over the hole. Plastic sheeting was 
draped over the cask and down the side. The plastic covering was replaced at least once prior to 
moving the cask indoors and the cask probably had water in it by that time. After October 1997 
it was moved indoors to MASF. In October of 2OO4 the cask was moved outdoors. 
Summary: Cask #4 should not be used without furthcr evaluation. This cask was thc dirtiest and 
oldest ofthe five casks. Also, documentation of this cask is incomplete, The liner seam weld is 
in the south west quadrant of the cask. While facing the cask nmepIate the seam weld is about 
50 degrees to the right. A medium grade carbon steel wire wheel was used for cleaning the 
interface. A liquid sample for analysis was not obtained, but wet debris was submitted for 
analysis. In the mpeg the interface can be difficult to observe. There are rust spots on thc 
interface. Both of these items could be resolved by cleaning with a wire rope whecl (not 
available at the time) rather than with the medium grade wire wheel used. The remainder of the 
cask is in satisfactory condition. 
Initial observations: This cask had approximately 20 gallons of water and was not covered. This 
cask had a wooden cover which presumably had blown off leaving this cask open to the 
environment. Bird feathers, sand, and RTV debris were found in this cask. The neoprene gasket 
at thc shield plug setdown ledge was in poor condition and removed. 
The following pictures were rotated to orient the interface horizontal showing the bottom plate 
below and the liner above the interface. 
44 
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DSWC #8 
History: DSWC 8 was fabricated in 1989 and shipped to the 400 Area whcrc it was stored 
outside. On arrival the cask had watcr in it. Work package was written F9-02983MT 
(4F-89-029831W) to drain the water, install desiccant, and install a water proof cover. In 
October 1997 the cask was moved into MASF. In thc fall of 2004 the cask was moved outdoors 
to the 400 Area E A .  
Summary: this cask is satisfactory. The liner seam weld is in the north side. While facing the 
namepiate the seam weld is about 165 degrecs to the right. 
Initial observations: This cask had approximately 1 1 quarts of water when opened in April 2006. 
The water proof covcr was off center and cracks were noted in the caulkin . Rust was noted on 
both sides o f  the water proof covcr. This cask had two desiccant canisters which were both 
lyng in water at the bottom of the cask. Thc humidity indicator and the attached paper labelin 
arc in poor condition. The closure plate weld surface isn't completely smooth due lo mill scale . 
There was some rust in the mill scale. The nmprene gasket on the shield plug setdown ledge is 
in good condition but has exceeded its shelf life. A wire rope wheel was used for cleaning the 
interface. 
P 
8 
' Drierite ~omawtmc nt No.3 Deaicator, anhydrous calcium sulfate, manufactured by W.A. Hammond DrieRite Co., 
Xenia OH, phone 937.376.2927 ' Reference John Rush, weld engineer, identified the rough surfice as mill scale will be removed prior to welding 
the cover plate. 
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North interface has no cracks or pitting, the lmer seam weld can be seen 
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West interface nas no crach or pitting 
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Summary: The interface is satisfactory. The liner s u m  weld is in the southwest. While facing 
the mepiate the seam weld is h u t  45 & p e s  to the right. 
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North interface has no rust, cracks or pi-. 
I 
South interface has no cracks or pitting, some light rust, loose debrih some unwmess 
due to the seam weld. .
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0 West interfh has no mcks or pi- lipna s,m weld in the 
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DSWC 10 
Summary: This cask is satisfactory. The liner seam weid is southwest and marthe cask 
namqplate. 
L East interface has 110 pitting or cracks, light rut 
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APPENDlX D. LIFTING ANCHOR BOLT, COUP1,ER AND ALTERNATE LIFI LUG 
INFORMATION 
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ALTERNATE LIFT LUG IN FORMATION - 
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305 E. Ainsworth 
Pasco, WA 99301 
CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMANCE 
Contract # 1-5 k I0asu#  97 
Customer Fluor Hartfwd Traveler # P-FH-19985.138 
This is to certify that the requlmd ecceptance criterion has been met for the following 
items beim deiivered: 
Description of Item@): ALTERNATE LIFTING DEVICES 
HHF-FMP-0630682-RIOA 
Materials, Parts. Components, Assemblies of Servlces furnished under ywr cantract 
reIease referenced a b ,  have been rnanuhcluredlprovided in =dance with all 
applicstble mtract requirements, drawings a d w  specifmations Any Inspection 
records as required by the purchasing dowment am lndudd in this fiackage or on file 
and available for rev lw.  
All items furnished under ywr purchasing dowment mferencsd above are genuine (Le. 
- not suspe&munterfett) a d  match the quality test reports, markings and/or fitness far 
use as required by the purchasing document. 
Page1 o i l  
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TRAVEqR. PACKAGE FINAL- lPISPECT?ON CHECKL1Sf : 
Traveler No.: P-Fl-f-19985436 
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SUPPORTING DOCUMENT LOWQC NSPECIIUN 
TEST RECORDS 
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CONSOUDATED 
POWER SUPPLY 
NUCLEAR CERTIFIED PRODUCTS 
CERTIFICATION 
- - - - - - - - - * - - -  
CUSTOMER : DATE : 
PARSONS CQPISTRUCTORS 
3 0 0 5  E WSIWORTH WHSE R 5  CUSTOrnR P .O .  # :  
PASCO WA 99301 SALES ORDEH: 
1.01 16.0 SF PLATE 3" THK, ASTM A572 
OR. 5 0  4 '  x 4 '  
PART# PLATE3IN 
2.01 9.0 SF PLRTE 1.75" THK. AS?M 
A!572 GR. 5 0  3 '  X 3 '  
PART# PLATE1.75 
11/09/2006 
406017 21018 
6 s 6 6 4 a 5  o $ 0 0  - 1 
NUWR 
SN#6107182-07-1 
HT# 6 ~ 0 7 i a z  
c/c: DlOJ 
NUMR 
HT# 6104903 
SNk 6 1 04 9 0 3 - 0 5 - I. 
c/c:  D 2 N  
NO REPAIR WELDING WAS PERFORMED ON THE MATERIAL SUPPLIED 
10CFR21 REQUIHEMENTS/lOCPRSD APPENDIX B AS APPLICABLE 
CPS Q . A .  PROGRAM ~ T H  EDITION REVISION 2 DATED 1 a / 6 / 0 4  
BASED UPON REVIEW OF THE ATTACHED W[ltlMENTATION/TBST REPOXTS, THIS CERTIFICATION AFFIRMS T" THE( COWTENTS ARE CORRECT AND ACCURATE. 
ALL TEST RESULTS AHD OPERATIONS PERFORMED BY CONSOLIDATED FOWER SUPPLY OR ITS 
SUBCONTRACTORS ARI3 IN MMPLIAWCE WITH THE MATERIAL SPECIFICATION(S), 
PRWRAMMATIC/REGZILATORY REQUIREMENTS As REFLECTED ABOVE, AND THE REQUIREMENTS 
OF YOUR REFERENCED PURCHASE ORDER, 
SAFZTY RELATED IS SUPWRTED BY THE ATTACHED TEST REPORTS WHICH REPRESENT8 ALL 
QUALIFIED TESTING THAT WAS CONDUCTED W R  CDMMERCTAL ORAUE DEDICATION. ADDITIOHAILY. 
CONSOLIDATED POWER SUPPLY T O  MAINTAIN COMPLIANCE WTTE TEIE APPLICABU CODES, 
STANDARDS, MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS, AKD CVSTOMER PURCHASE ORDER. 
THE RECORDING OF FALSE, 
AND THAT 
MATERIAL THAT WAS NCTr PROCUREJY BY 
WNSOLIDATED POWER SUPPLY AS EITHER ASMB CODE SECTION I11 AND/OR NOWCODE 
MANUFACTURER MARKINQS MAY mVB BEBN SUPPLEMRWITD OR REAPPLIED BY 
FICTITIOUS, OR FRAUDULENT STATBHEHTS OR ENTRIES ON 
4) 
PAGE : 3 
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CUBTOMER: 
PARSONS CONSTXUCMW 
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3556 Mary T~ylor Road 
Birmingham, Alabama 3!j235 
Phone (205) 6556515 
F ~ x  (m5) 655-56 1 1 
mm: 11/09/2006 
CUSMMER P . O .  f f :  406017 21016 
PAS co WA 99303 S A L W  ORDER: 6566425 0 900 - I 
THIS DOC-MENT MAY BE PUNISHED AS A FELONY WgR FEDERAL S T A m 3 S ,  INCLUDING . 
FEDERAL LAW, TTTLE 18, CHAPTER 47 
ATTESTED BY : - M T E :  /$/$& 
TITLE : QA REPRESENTATIVE 
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November 8,2006 
AWN: JmRobbins 
. . . . . .  
SUBJECT: CadKate of Cwnplhnce 
Customer P.Q;# -167 
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WCLBAR EBBTIPIED PRODUCT8 
amuMm Pxx 
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COLUMBIA RIGGING CORP. 
801 EL MAITLAND 
PMCO WA. 99301 
BUS. 9)9-S54657 
FAX. 509-545-8103 
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PARSONS INFRASTRUCTURE 
3005 E, AMSWORTH 
PASCO WA. 99301 
LOAD TEST CERTIFICATE 
P.O. ~06ei7-no39 
CERT #12290 
3 ONLY, CUSTOMERS WXDMENTS, MODEL #A79 CUSTOMERS STATKD 
WORKING LOAD LIMIT 54,660 LBS., PROOF LOAD TESTED AS PER 
CUSTOMER REQUEST TO 68,,ooO LBS. (125% (SU8TOMEB RATED 
CAPACLTY), WELDMENT SERIAL NUMBERS ARE #H-445153-A7-1 
THROUGH #H-465153-A7-3. 
THIS LETTER IS TO CONFIRM THAT THE ABOVE LISTED CLJSTOMk 
WELDMENTS WElU PROOF LOAD TESTED TO !2$*% OF THE CUSTOMER 
STATED RATED CAPACITY WIO SIGN OF FAlLURE FROM TEST. LOAD 
TEST WAS P E R B U ~ D  ON ESCO W0,OOO LE LOAD TEBT MACHINE, 
SERIAL NUMIBX lp33118, NEXT CALLTBRATION DATE 1 0 M 7 ,  
COLUMBIA RIGGING COW. MAKES NO WARRANTY FOR TAE l'lEMS 
LISTED ABOYP, OTHER TtlAN THAT THE LOAD 'TEST WAS PERFORMED 
AT CUSTOMERS REQUEST AND IS NOT RFSPOWSIBLE FOR Apry 
ACCIDENT OR lNJLlRY w" MAY OCCUR FOR USING TLFE ABOVE 
MENTIONED PRODUCTS. 
COLUMBIA RIGGtNG CORP, 
P.O. BOX 2717 
PASCO WA. 99302 
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x 
Weld # 1-2 X 
. . .  Weld # 1-3 
[ 1 
X 
............... 
- .. ---- ........ 
.- 
. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
camments I 
- 1W! ... Fi91 Welder PH-03 
! 
100% Final Welder PH-03 
- . . . . .  I 
100% F M  WeIdaPH--03 1 
'7 
POST LOAD ._ TEST 1 
. . . . . .  
Traveler # ... P-FH-19985-136 \ 
i 
i No relevant Indications 
Noted at this time. 
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Weld # 1-1 . X ----.-I 
Weld # 1-2 1 x 1  
I - 
Weld # 1-3 ; x  
.. 
- ..... ........ - _t .. 
-. p 
100% Final Welder PH63 
100% Final Welder PFT-03 
... - .. . . . .  
PRE LOAD TEST 
_. Drawing .. - . H4-65 __  153 Sht. 2 Rev, 3 
Traveler # P-FH-19985 - 136 
No r e l m t  Indications . -~ 
Noted at this time. 
9-1 
....... _^"*-..," 
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PARSPNO FwbrieationlAssernbly and Inspection Traveler 
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FabrlcationlAssembly and Inspection Trawler 
Puw Fabrlrnon Facility 
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and any associated rigging shall bs wnsiderad when applying Ihe teotweight 
PRIORTO ANY U M O  FORCE BEHO APPLIED TO ITEM OR DMCE, THE 8UPERYlEMDDdl SHALL 
YEWFY UFT -TUP FOR W E  (XIHFKWMIWN Am] APPRWRtAK RATED CAPACITY O+ ALL 
wmtw WIPYEHT U%ED FOR mw TEST. 
If requested, verlfy NDE of load bearing wdds prlwtn loed t&. Include NDE repwt mth mrrk packme. 
Hold bme H rsquired: db 
SUPERINTENDEN 1% /2-&& 9 L b c N h m g D  
I 
Verib pmt-bad test viswl Lwpectim end ElOE d load bearing w e b .  hdude NDE report with rpMk packsge. 
Emce no deformallan, mmcks, 01 other delects as a result dthe i d  test. 
i 
I 
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PARSONS FabrlcationlAssembly and Inspection Traveler 
Pasw htwlcdbn FeclUw ~- I 
50 
QC 
Qc 
LOAD TESTING INSTRUCTIONS: 
Assembly 1 & 2 Memate Llft Lug Weldment [PIN A7) shall be load tested as 
required by General Note #I 8 of Drawing H4-66153, sheet 2 (FIN F-FM P#- 
30862-RO Page 12) and per FH approved, DOE-RL-8248 (Chapter 11 "Laad 
testing d Bebw the Hook L M g  Devices" Sedion 11.9.1.2 R a t 4  Load Twt) 
[Attachmnt C of SOW). 
Two (%a) Alternate L i  Lug Weldment (PINA7) at a time, are bolted back to 
back (dm bolt3 are to be oriented in the slots to obtain maximum Center-to- 
Center spaclng (-13.5 inches), with the use of PIM'3 19 8 20 (Side Plates & LW 
Plate) and Heavy Hex Bdts & Nuts 18UNC, shall be load tested at 125% ofthe 
rated Safe W d n g  Load (SWL) of 54,660 Lba, (load test value to be 68,325 Lbs. 
The third Alternate Lift Lug Weldmnt p / N  A7) will be load tested in the game 
fashion as abaw using one Alternate Lift Lug Weldment (PlN A7) a s m n d  time. 
Ensure the test load Is evenly disbibutd durlng load testing activities. 
+O I -3,416 LbS.1 
POST LOAD TEST MT REQUIRED 
INSPECT WELDS W-I - I thr~  W-1-3 PER AWS 014.q. SEE WELD DATA 
SHEETS FOR INSPECTtON POINTS. 
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. .  
. .  
FabrlcatlonlAssembly and lnspeetlon Traveler 
k 8 w  Fabdcntlon FaeDlty 
QC 
QG 
LOAD TESTING INSTRUCflONS: 
Assembly 3 Alternate LR Lug Weidrnene (PIN A7) shall be load tested as 
mquird by General Note #I8 of Drawiw H-4-855153, Sheet 2 (HNF-FMP-OB- 
30682R0 Page 12) and per FH appmed, DOE-RL-92-36 (Chapter 1 i "Load 
tasting of Belwr the Hook Liftlng Devices" Sedbn I t.!2.1.2 Rated Load Test) 
(Attachment C of SOW). 
Two (294 Alternade L f l  Lug Wddment (PIW7) at a tlme, are bolted back to 
back flhe bob are to be oriented in the s k  to obtain maximum Center* 
Center spacing (-13.5 inches}. with the use of P N s  19 & 20 (Side Plat= & Lift 
Plate) and Heavy Hex &Ita 8 Nuts I-BUNC, shall be toad tested at 126% ofthe 
rated Safe Working Load (SWL) of 54,860 Lbs. (load tast value to be 88,326 Lbs. 
+O I-3,416 Lbs.) 
The third Alternate Lift Lug Weldment (PlN A71 will be load tested in me same 
Fashion as above using one Alternate Lift Lug Weldment (PIN A7) a second time. 
Ensure the test Imd is evenly distributed during load testlng actkrltles. 
POST LOA0 TEST MT REQUIRED 
INSPECT WELDS W-7-1 thw W - I 3  PER AWS D14.1. SEE WELD DATA 
SHEETS FOR iNSPECTION POINTS. 
QC Slg nature Date </%r 
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..- ~ , " I  
f : i  
t .,' % .  i 
FabricationlAssembly and Inspectlon Traveler 
- PnsEo Fabrication Fadllty 
60 
QC 
QC apply axeptance tags to all auacessfully cdmpletd assemblies. The 
attached acceptance tag denotes the completed asmblies mel the 
acceptance crlterla outlined. 
i 
,. .. . .... - ,-- ..... ....,. ._..: ....._ *..-.*-- -._, *+<<, 
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APPENDTX E. UPDATED ANALYSIS OF LIFTING ANCHOR BOLTS AND LIFT 
TSJGS 
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WJ xagruger 
FMP (FACILITY MOOIFEATION PACKAGE) FORM p - 1  d 14 
Oedgn Package IdentMcatlon 
1. mdm:  
WWC Ruplachent  Anchors and New Lift lugs  
w mr& 
DSWC, FFTF, Waste Cask 
SA Chaatain 
JW Rich' 
SW Biller 
XZ-02 DE Swenacn 
Y2-02 5U .Zaman 
1.12-02 HR Rodriauez 
A3-02 
N2-57. 
N2-60 
.,-. 
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Revise the load test requirements to alleviate any safety concerns. 
,Replace calculation 121745-C-ti2 with a naw Casy of that  calculation having the errantous 
paqes removed. 
20. C h a n # m U a b A d k d w d  q DParrmnb~ be M W :  
Work 
mummtMunhF lam ROU HS O M n g  ECWl, WWj, FWN EwrProtaP 
FuREUum: 
The anchora m i t a t  he cipable of l i f t i n g  the loaded USPIC' Cask' which has a bounding grass 
wdght  of 100,300 pounds per Section 3..3.1 of t h e  DAR. 
R W 9 S n a .  
The requiramnts for l l f t i n g  o f  the W W C  are dccuncnted i n  t h e  DSWC DRR, Section 5.1.1. 
In order to avoid stringent xequiremontp that existed at  the t&me the MWC wa% denigwd, 
a11 leads i m p D S s d  on the reuudble portion af tho  l i f t ing  hardvara' had a €actor of 1.33 
applied To the maximum expected load, The rnaxiXWA7 expactad h a d  was deckrrnil%ad t.0 be 
l 00 ,OOD pounds (Section 3.3..1 of the W R ) .  
defined as the  design Safe Wozking load [SWX,) for the reusable portion of the lifting 
hardwexe. A l l  hardware wan designed to met o r  exceed this factored design Safe Woxkfng 
54,660 pounds allow i t s  c8e f c r  land k e s t i n g  of thc anchor b o l t  group Uulhg the 
methods specified in the historical  Load Test Pmcadura LOT-3. Although t h e  analysis nf 
the new Alternate Lift Anchors (Calculation 121745-C-01 included in HNF-FHP-06-30682-RO1 
considered B bounding factored L Q ~  of 140,003 pounds'as a design requirenOnt,, it should 
be noted that the nesr Alternate Lift Anchors aze not pact o f  the  reussbh portion of t h e  
lifting hardwswe. 
O f  4 n s w , l i f t  Arlchars is 125% of I i 3  of 100,OGO pounds, OF 41,670 pounds. 
The factored load of 40,400 pounds wes then 
' Load. In fact, tha new P-lternate Lift: Lug Rrelhent wa5 designed and tented far SWL of 
Thus the minimum allowed load tesz required to proof load each gr4up 
P d w G - i t d E :  
Revise ;he Design Criteria 5s follms: 
Each L i f t i n g  Lug and ussdclated hardware must be designed for a minimum Safe llorklng 
Mad of 4 4 . 3  kips per t??e DBWC Design Analysis Report. 
Lift h C h O X 3  w e n  also to be designed f o r  a Safe  warkicg Load of 4 4 . 3  kips. 
To as3me conserverism, the T.BW 
T h e  praol t e a t  method ' t o  be usad for t& ' I i ? t e rna te  Lift Lugs s h a l l  be s t a t i c  load test 
of 125% of their Safe Working b a d .  The proof load tes t  o f  thc neu Lift Anchor gmvp 
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FHP CALCULATION FORM 
Cakubtbnfltb 
C d W w n  Nh 121745-C-02 Rav. 0 
@New 0 Suwrcedea Calcutatlon N e  I Rev. M. I 
LiEt ing  Anchor Bolts Design for DSWC 
Cnkddm Ooocriptlon 
T h i s  documents the Proof T e a t  Values  for U r i l l w  Mdxi -Eu l tY  and L i f t  ng Lcgs. 
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FLUOR GOVERNMENT GROUP DCIGN A ~ ~ ~ , S  
FmW, 1,pgel imuimumldonasmglebdt y : =  13.59.k 
1 49 
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i 
+- 
i 
! 
. 
DSWC E M ~ T Y  
7 WE tCHT 95,000 s 'CG , 
i 
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FLUOR OOVERHMENT GROUP DEBWN 
I_ pb I = 0.81 
ti 
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FLUOR GOVERNMENT GROUP OES,ON AEIALYS,S 
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' FLUOR GOVERNMENT GROUP OEBION C&. Uo, 121745C.m 
%~bn Q 
PWNO 7 01 13 
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FLUOR GWERMMENT GROUP 
DESIGN ANALYSlS 
Of alp = 1.ZZZin 
%P dSP := - - - 
2 2  
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WIJd t&. 85400801.1 21 7450 NO0 
for Disposable Wid Weata Cask W Swt 2006 &r 
Fluor Ha-lnnc 
W.J. 
p o r n  F FTF Proiect Smt2W &. J.W.RiCh 
PUSP 
P b n l . S P  := - 
Y 
OT 
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Chastain, Steva A 
From: Mccal, Oennls L 
-ne 
To: 
SubJect: RE: "F-!+lPd8-30582-R[IB 
Imp&nw: wh 
.......... - ............. ................................................................................ ....... y .  .............. .. 
Monday, May 21,2007 10% AM 
Lwinskar, David; Rich, fames W (Jlm); Chalain. Stwe A; Hlller. Stephen W (Steve); 
Swensan. Dougi~lx 
M. Rich... 
I have reviewed the subject FMP ( HNF-FMP-OS-3osa2-ROS) and asociated procedural pw 
changes, calculations and sketchas on behalf of TSO. I have no additional comments and by 
this email give you TSO (fransp#rtefion Safety) approval on this FMP. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pmm: Levinska9. DmM 
5mt: Thursday, May 17,2007 12:W PM 
fa: F9ccall, Oennis L 
S u m  Fw: HNF-F?W-06-30682-ROB 
.II ...... I " ............. - .......................................................................................................................................................... 
Pmm: S m s o n ,  Douglas 
knt- rusday,  May 15, 2aO7 3r07 PM 
TO: tmhslw, Dwld 
Subjlct: FW: HNF-FMP-M-30682-RB 
................ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .,- ...... 
Fmm: Rlch, James W (Jim) 
To: Swmwn, Douglao; Chastain, S t w t  A; Hllkr, Stephen W [Stme); ZBman, Shakir U 
Tuday ,  May IS, 2007 9 5 7  AM 
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S u w  HNF-FMP-M-3002-R08 
The attached ilk- Is a mision to HF-FMPQI-30682430 io allow a reductirm in the static load tqulred la tast the 
n6w Altbmafe L i  Anchors. this change is consktentvlilh the OSWC DAR. We plan to perfom thase bad testa 
wlthln the naxt wtueml meks, sa your revlaw arrd rssponso b mpprdated. In addition, celcuhtlon 1277455;02 
Is bang raj6wed. The -Inel ceIculatlan imhded in HNF-FMP~OB82RO wntalned 3 arrant pages whid 
were not part of 
Thanks + dmRlch 
calculation. The calculation i6 unchanged. 
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DISPOSABLE SOLID WASTE CASK LINER 
CORROSION EVALUATION 
W. F, Brehm, Ph. D., P. E. 
Amber Engineering 
May 2007 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This report evaluates potential corrosion damage to inner steel l i nas  of five disposable d i d  
waste casks @SWC) resulting from ingress of water into the cask. This evaluation of the 
DSWCs was performed per the Hanford Site Fast Flux Test Facility (FFI’F) per Fluor Hanford, 
Inc. Contract #29267, “Evaluate Potential for Degradation of Disposable Solid Waste Cask Weld 
Joint Due to Corrosion.” Specifically, the contract specifies that the analysis: 
1. Evaluate the use of five cxisting DSWCs with mpect to integrity of their steel cavity 
liners. 
2. Evaluate whether or not t h m  is a practical corrosion conccrn resulting from water in the 
steel cavity liner lower wcldjoint and surrounding parent metal. 
1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Five DSWCs, casks 4, 6,7,8,  and 10, were fabricated and shipped to the Hanford Site in the 
1980s. Water, in varying amounts, cntered all five casks and remained there for varying periods 
of time before being drained. There are three concerns regarding corrosion damage to the five 
casks: 
Is there corrosion of the weld such that the weld is weakened to a degree that the cask 
would no longer be able to withstand the design basis accident of bcing dropped while in 
transit or being placed in storage? 
4 WiLl corrosion products deposit in the crevice and create stress in the weld rcgim 
sufficient to cause cracking or other degradation? 
rn Is there enhanced corrosion in the crevice adjacent to the weld to weaken thc structure? 
1.2 SUMMARY 
The evaluation of the five DSWCs included the following: 
0 Examination of photographs and video files of the interiors of the casks, including 
pictures taken both before and after cleaning the rust fiom the cask steel lincrs. 
0 Review of data from chemical analysis of water and solids from two of the casks, 
169 
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0 Review of pertinent literature and data, and subsequent evaluation of the potential for 
general corrosion, stress-assisted corrosion, crevice corrosion, and galvanic corrosion of 
the cask liner and weldment. This included a meeting with FFTF Fuel Handling 
Engineering Personnel. 
Draw conclusions from the information available. 
This evaluation found that although thc stccl lincrs of casks 6 , 7 , 8 ,  and 10 contained watcr for 
up to 29 months they sustained only light rusting during storage and are satisfactory for use. 
This is based on the fact that there is very little potential for crevice corrosion, stress-assisted 
corrosion, strcss-corrosion cracking, or galvanic corrosion and that thc bounding ratc of 
corrosion is 19.5 milslyr at 104°F based on available information. 
Cask 4 probably had water in it for over 20 years. Thme may have been sufficient corrosion to 
thin the region near the bottom weldment to such a degree that cask integrity is no longer 
guaranteed, but it is by no means certain that such an amount of corrosion has actually occurred. 
Lf use of cask 4 is desired, an ultrasonic examination of the thickness of the steel liner should be 
performed to verify that the corrosion loss i s  not large enough to compromise cask integrity. 
Visual inspection performed remotely using a borescope that provided pictures and video o f  the 
cask liners plus the evaluation showed that no preferential corrosion in the region of the bottom 
w eldmen t exists . 
2.0 CASK DESCRIPTION 
A DSWC is a shielded cask capable of transporting, storing, and disposing of six non-fuel core 
components or approximately 27 f of radioactive solid waste (Thielges 20M).' The cask 
consists of an outer cylindrical concrete shell approximately 84 in. in diameter and 172 in. high. 
The inner liner, which contains the payload, is a steel pipe approximately 24 in. in outer diameter 
and 147 in. high. A 12-in.-thick stcel platc (actually three 4-in. plates welded together) is at the 
bottom of the cask. This plate provides shielding and is intcgral with the containment boundary; 
it is welded to the bottom end of the 24-in. schedule 60 pipe. A shield plug, a set of three 4-in. 
plates welded together to form a cylindrical plug approximately 26 in. in diameter and 12 in. 
thick, fits at the top end of the inner liner. There is a neoprene seal between the inner liner top 
' The English system of units will be used for discussion of cask dimensions and corrosion rates in this report 
because essentially all of the dimensions, weights, and measurements amociatd with the DSWC are in English 
units. 
170 
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flange and the shield plug. A closure plate, approximately 29.75 in. diameter and 1 in. thick, is 
located above the shieId plug. Thc plate will be weldcd to thc top structure of the inner liner 
assembly after the cask is filled. 
A DSWC is assembled by making the inner liner, attaching studs to its outer diameter to affect 
bonding to the concrete shell, then placing concrete around the outside of the inner liner to attain 
the final dimensions. 
The inner liner cylinder is constructed of standard lowarbon structural steel in compliance with 
the American Petroleum Tnstitute [APT) specification APT 5 LBS for pipe. The end plates nre 
made h m  material that complies with the appropriate American Society for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM) speci ftcation ASTM A36 for plate. The steel for both cylinder and end plates 
typically curttains 0.20% carbon and up to about 1.2% manganese with small, controlled amounts 
of aluminum, copper, silicon, and molybdenum. Undesirable impurities (e.g., phosphorus and 
sulfur) are typically in the 0.02 to 0.03% range. Material test reports containing chemical and 
physical properties for the steel were within the specificalions o f  A H  5 I,RS and ASTM A36. 
Further details of the cask construction are available on Drawings H-4-65155 and H-4-65 157. 
The weldments on the inner cask liners are made by standard flux-cored arc welding (FCAW) 
technique using E71-T-1 electrodes. No post-weld heat treatment was speci tied. The weld 
documentation indicates that the welds all passed visual inspection. 
Thc only weld of intcrcst in this evaluation is weld W-3 on Sheet 2 o f  Drawing H-4-65155. 
Weld W-3 is where the containment lower closure plate is welded to the liner pipe. The liner 
pipc is approximately 1-in. thick. The callout for the weld is for a 5/8-h. fillet weld on the 
outside of the liner cylinder. This wcld dcsign has a potential to result in a crevice on the inside 
of the liner, at the bottom (see Figure 1). However, dctaild video and photographic examination 
of the lower inside liner area showed no discernable crevices wherc thc lower plate and liner 
cylinder meet. 
I 
Figure 1, Schematic of Crevice (Exaggerated) and W :ldmcnt. 
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2.1 CERTIFICATIONS AND SPECIWICATIONS 
Material test reports and welding rccords show that the material was within specification, and 
that the welding tochniques were appropriate for the weids to be performed. Visual inspections 
of the weldments specified @megas 1989) were completed and the weldments were found to be 
satisfactory. 
2.2 HISTORY 
Shipping and storage records show that the cask liners were exposed to water for varying 
amounts of time. Section 5.5 of SpeciJcation for Disposable Solid Wzste Cmk System No, 41, 
Equipment Nu. M-058 (Benegas 1989) states that: 
The Supplier shall provide a mcans of protecting the intmal area of the cask for outside 
storage for a pcriod of ten years. The method of protection shall bc part of the shipping 
plan. 
It appears that this protection was either not supplied properly or that the protection scheme was 
compromised after the casks arrived at the Hanford Site. The oldest DSWC, cask 4, was 
fabricated and delivered in 1983 and may havc containcd watm for most of its lifc; it was 
originally protected by a plastic wrap that had degraded long ago. 
According to receiving records and an associated nonconformancc rcport, ncwcr casks 6,7,3,  
and 10, each contained a small amount of water when received from the manuhcturer in 
October 1989. This water was drained and the casks were temporarily covered and placed in 
outside storage. Permanent covers Tor casks 6, 7,3, and 10 wcrc subsequently fabricated. In 
September 1990, the four casks were sealed and desiccant-filled canisters were placed inside 
each cask. 
For this evaluation, it was conservatively estimated that the water remained in the newer casks 
until they were permanently covered in Scptcrnbcr 1990 bccause there is no conclusivc 
documentation to confm that the temporary covers remained in place and remained leaktight 
bctwccn October 1989 and September 1890. 
All five DSWCs (casks 4 , B ,  7,8, and 10) were moved to an inside storage location in 
October 1997 and remained indoors until October 2004 when they were again placed outside. 
While inside, casks 7 and 8 were opened and the desiccant canister was removed from cask 7. 
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Volume Depth (in.) 
- 20 gal. 12 
In an April 2006 inspection, casks 4,7, and 8 contained water. The total duration that each cask 
may have contained water is estimated as follows: 
7 
8 
Cask 4 - up tu 23 years 
Cask6and 10-upto 11 months 
0 Casks 7 and 8 - up to 29 months. 
-5 gal. 3 
11 qt. 1.7 
'These are believed to be conservative, maximum time estimates. Tablc 1 shows the amounts of 
water in casks 4,7, and 8 at the April 2006 inspection. 
Table 1. April 2006 Cask Water Measurements. 
3.0 EVALUATION 
The evaluated corrosion situation was that of low-carbon steel in water containing oxygen (from 
the air). Possible complicating corrosion factors were: 
Presence of mud and debris inside the casks and thc water 
Presence of a potential crevice at the bottom of the cask 
0 Possible presence of harmful species such as chloride and nitrate in the water 
3.1 LOW-CARBON STEEL CORROSION 
Corrosion of steel in aqueous environments has been thoroughly studied and reported. Bccause 
the steels contain only minor amounts of elements other than iron, the corrosion equation for 
reaction of the stccl in water containing dissolved oxygen or in moist air can be writtm as 
follows (Van Vlack 1959). 
4 Fe + 3 0 2  + 6 H20 => 4 Fc(OH)~ 
Fe(OH)3, ferric hydroxide, is the familiar orangebrown rust, Tt i s  a flaky, only weakly adherent 
compound, and does not afford protcction to the unreacted steel beneath it. Very little water is 
required to produce rusting. Rusting proceeds to a greater extent in water than in moist air. 
However, steel will not rust in absolutely dry air, nor will it rust in pure water containing no 
dissolved oxygen (both extremely rare conditions), 
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The above equation does not tell a complete story. It is possible to separate the corrosion process 
into its component parts (Van Vlack 1959; Masterson and Slowinski 1977). Corrosion i s  an 
electrochemical process with separate anode and cathode half-reactions occurring in water 
containing dissolved oxygen gas as follows: 
Anodic half-reaction (oxidation): 
Fe => Fe” + 2 c- 
Twn entm solution, producing ferrous ion plus two electrons. Cathodic half-reaction (reduction) 
Dissolved oxygen reacts with water and thc two electrons donated by the iron to produce two 
hydroxide ions. Combinkg these two reactions: 
The Fe(OH)2 is ferrous hydroxide, insoluble in water. However, the ferrous hydroxide is further 
oxidized and reacts with water according to 
2 Fe(OH)2 + % 0 2  + H2O => 2 Fe(OH)y, ferric hydroxide, or rust. 
If the corroding system later dries out, thc ferric hydroxide can break down to produce ferric 
oxide according to 
This drying reaction would not occur except in extremely dry conditions. 
Because the c m s i o n  reaction takes place in solution, with electron movement creating a 
“corrosion current,” any dissolvcd ionic species that increase the conductivity of the water will 
accelerate the corrosion. This fact explains why cornsion is more rapid in seawater, containing 
dissolved ions, than in fresh water, and why metal objects corrode more quickly in air near the 
ocean. In addition, dissolved ionic species (e.g., chloride and nitrate) can contribute to Iocally 
acidic conditions and accelerated corrosion rates. 
The corrosion of low-carbon steel in water is usualIy essentially uniform corrosion, with 
tendencies toward pitting, particularly if the water contains dissolved salts. A corrosion rate of 
2 mildyr at 72°F and 4 mildyr at 104°F i s  reported in A W M e t d s  Handbook, “Corrosion 
Characteristics of Carbon and Alloy Steels (ASM 1998). ASM (1998) states that these corrosion 
rates were for aerated water in range of 5 to 9 pH (mildly basic to mildly acidic) and 
“normalized” to oxygen contents of I mL oxygm per 1 L of water. 
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According to ASM (1  998): ‘To estimate corrosion rates at other concentrations, multiply values 
derived from this graph by the oxygen concentration in mtlliter.” However, the saturation 
concentration of oxygen fim dissolved air in water is 6.51 mL oxygen per I L of water at 68°F 
and 4.88 mL/L at lW°F (Perry and G m  1997). Attachment F-A provides calculation details. 
(Note that gas solubility in water decreases with increasing temperature at these temperatures.) 
Performing the calculations per ASM (1998), thc corrosion rate of the steel is approximately 
13 mildyr at 68°F and 19.5 rnildyr at 104°F. 
An original paper referenced in ASM (1 998) reports corrosion mtes of pickled (probably 
referring to an acid treatment to remove mill scale) carbon steel in freshwater “tropical waters” 
in Gatun Lake in the Panama Canal Zone {Southwell and Alexander 1970). The water 
temperature was 82°F. The reported corrosion rate was 7.7 milslyr afkr  1 year, decreasing to an 
average (total corrosion divided by total time) or I .7 mildyr after 16 years. These rates are 
significantly lower than the ones quoted in the preceding paragraph, assuming that the Gatun 
Lake waters were saturatcd with oxygen. Corrosion rates for machined carbon steel and steel 
with adherent mill scale wcrc similar. 
Addition of chlorides or nitrates to the water incrcases the risk of both pitting and, for nitrates, 
stress-corrosion cracking. Even without the presence o f  chloride ions, the prcsence of a rough 
surface or impurities M foreign objects on the surface can increase the risk of pitting in carbon 
steel. The low-carbon steels are not susceptible to “sensitization,” prccipitation of carbide 
phases at gain boundaries that renders the austenitic stainlcss steels susceptible to intergranular 
attack; nor is the low-carbon steel susceptible to chloride-induced stress corrosion cracking. 
However, under certain conditions and at elevated temperatures (well over ZOWF), carbon stccls 
are susceptible to strcss-corrosion cracking in nitrate solutions. In an ideal situation, carbon 
steels would not be subjcct to crevice corrosion becausc of the lack of a passive layer on the 
corroding surface, but the fact that corrosion rates in water show a tendency to dccrease with 
time and the fact that pitting has been reported under certain conditions (ASM 1998) makes the 
possibility of crevice cormsion real, but not very likely, as addressed in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1 -2. 
The Southwell and Alexander data set reports pit dcpth of 72 mils after 16 years as the “average 
of 20 deepest pits,” for pickled carbon steel, with machined steel and steel with mill scale 
showing similar pit dcpths. However, pitting was not observed in any of the visual examinations 
ofthese casks. 
As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the corrosion action produced a rough surface with uneven 
amounts of rusting, bccause of the nonprotective nature of the rust formed. The rust appeared to 
be heavier in meas wherc liquid water was present. 
Figure 2 shows the inside of cask 4 beforc the corrosion products were cleaned out, and Figure 3 
shows the inside ofcask 4 after cleaning. Note the rough surface and also the lack of any 
preferential or accelerated corrosion around the region where the liner joins the bottom plate. 
Also note that the joint of liner and bottom plate is extremely tight; any crevice is extremcly 
narrow. 
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Figure 6 shows cask 10 after cleaning, Note the very fain, line where the cmice would be, and 
also the similarity to the inaide of c& 7 (Figure 41, 
The text in this section draws bv i Iy  h m  "Crevice Cmsion" (Kelly 2003). Crevice d o n  
can occur when a wetted metallic surfwe is m dose proximity to mother slrrfaca, In this case, 
the two rmrfaces are the bottom of the liner eylmder d th bottom closure plate at weld W-3. 
Concentrations of dkaolved ions m the liquid electrolyte (water in this cast), if &&rent inside 
and oubide the Crevice, cm lead to dcctmchmicd potentitll difkmcca and aczelerrrted 
corrosion (or retarded corrosion) inside the crevice. 
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Thus, for crevice corrosion to be significant, most of the exposcd surface outside the crevice 
must be “passivated,” or rendered more inert to the corroding medium than the material inside 
the crcvice. The crevice under these conditions is anodic to the mgion outside the crevice and 
thus more likcly to show preferential or accelerated corrosion. Carbon stecl does not readily 
passivate in water, so the tendency of the crcvice around W-3 to be anodic to the regions outside 
the crevice and to show prefmential or accelerated corrosion is greatly reduced. This fact is 
especially true if anions such as chloride and nitrates, which can accumulatc in the crevices, are 
absent. 
In the case of the five DSWCs, there was little or no corrosion products deposited in thc anodic 
region because the rust would bc deposited in the cathodic areas. This, together with the fact that 
the fmic hydroxide rust i s  a rclatively weak materjal incapable of producing any stress in the 
steel even if it were present, shows that concern about accelerated corrosion of the steel walls of 
the crevice, or cracking of the weld because of stress produced by depositcd corrosion products, 
is not warranted. 
3.1.2 Factors Affecting Weldment Corrosion 
The text in this section draws heavily from “Corrosion of Carbon Steel Weldments” 
pond 2003). The weldment itsclf and the area adjacent to it (the hmt-affected zone [HAZ]) are 
metallurgically different from thc unheated base metal, The weldment itself, and any base metal 
melted during the welding process, is essentially a cast structure with a differcnt microsmctwe 
from thc unaffected base metal. 
Increased corrosion has been reported in weldments where the steel had hardend (transformed 
to martensite) upon cooling. However, this steel with its low alloy content and low-carbon 
content does not show tendency to harden after welding. Except in high-conductivity waters 
(caused by presence of chlorides or other anionic species), HA2 cornsion is relatively rare. 
Also, the lower sulfur content of modern steels and filler metals has reduced the tendency for 
weldmenVHAZ attack. 
Galvanic corrosion of weldments has been reported undcr conditions when the composition of 
the base metal and weldmmt are different. Thc example quoted is where the base metal steel 
had increased copper, nickel, and chromium contents relative to the weld metal. Undcr these 
conditions, the base metal was noble (cathodic) to the weldment, resulting in acceIerated 
weldment corrosion. The situation is aggravated by the fact that the weldment (anode) is much 
smaller in area than the cathode (base metal), conditions which result in accclcrated corrosion of 
the weldment. In the DS WC situation, howcver, the reverse is true. The wcld filler metal 
contains more nickel and chromium (and manganese) than the base metal, so it would be 
expectcd to be cathodic ‘to the base metal and HAZ. The DSWC materials of construction, 
history and environment mitigate any tendency for preferential weld metal attack, particularly if 
harmful anionic species (e.g., chloride) are not found in the water. 
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Cask 8 
7.14 
2170 
3.2 CASKS 4 AND 8 MATERIALS ANALYSIS 
micromhodcm) 
Chloride, ppm 
Sulfate 
Nitrate, pprn 
Material from casks 4 and 8 was submitted to the Fluor Hanford, hc. Waste Sampling and 
Characterization Facility chemical laboratory. A discrctc liquid phase was not available fiom 
cask 4, so analysis was done on a small amount of watcr extracted from the sample, plus the 
solids, Discrete liquid samples were obtained from cask 8. Data from the unalysis are shown in 
Table 2. 
17.9 8.13 
-4 a . 4  
90 1330 
Table 2. Values of liquids obtained from Casks 4 and 8 
Element Cask 4 (pprn) 
Aluminum 869 
Bismuth 55 
Cask 8 (ppm) 
7,480 
<2 
Copper 
Iron 
Magne siurn 
Manganese 
Nickel 
Phosphorus 
S j 1 icon 
Sulfur 
Samples extracted from the solids of casks 4 and 8 by induckively coupled plasma (ICP) analysis 
were analyzed. The values from thosc samples are shown in Table 3. 
85 158 
4U4,OOO 146,ooO 
543 3,820 
2,070 1,380 
121 122 
594 278 
23 283 
-4 <1 
1 3 0  I 38,300 I 
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The watcr from both casks was near-neutral with regard to acidity or basicity, and contained 
minimal amounts of chloride or nitrate. The electrical conductivity of both samples is somewhat 
above that of normal tap water, because of the dissolved ionic species (calcium and sulfate) 
prcscnt. The conductivity of normal tap water is 200 to 300 cIs/cm. Information obtained form 
the Internet (Lake Access 2006) states that conductivity of water from Lake Superior, a relalively 
pristine lake, is 97 pS/crn, and that of water h m  Lake Mead in Arizona/Nevada, is 850 pSlcm. 
3.3 CASK LINF,R AND BOTTOM WELDMENT APPLICATIONS 
The potential for crevice corrosion or sclcctive corrosion of the weldment is unlikely because 
chemical analyses show lack of chloride or nitrate, the rust formed is largely nonprotective, and 
the chemical composition of the starting materials make the potential for crevice corrosion or 
selective corrosion of the weldment unlikely. For cask 8, the presence of calcium and sulfate in 
the water is attributed to a desiccant-filled canister, which was placed inside the cask in Z W 4  and 
found partially submerged in the water when opened in 2006. 
The high calcium in cask 4 may have been the result of interaction with concrete that entered the 
cask during fabrication. The increased conductivity of the water fbund in casks 4 and 8, together 
with the potential for corrosion rates as high as 19.5 mildyr at elevated temperature (limited to 
thc beginning of the corrosion process), make the potential for excessive corrosion damage to the 
weldment real although much less extensivc in cask 8 due to relatively short exposure time. 
Taking cask 4 as an example, by using thc corrosion rate of 13 milslyr at W F  and assuming thc 
corrosion occurred for 23 years, the result is a total corrosion loss of 299 mils or 0.299 in. The 
corrosion loss after 23 years at 104°F calculates to 0.45 in. for this cask. The estimated 
corrosion corresponding to 68'F is a more realistic average corrosion rate in the Hanford Site 
climate with its hot summers and cold winters. 
Before drawing the conclusion that cask 4 has sustained unacceptable corrosion loss, the 
estimated corrosion rate of 13 mits/yr is bascd on the assumption that the water was constantly 
maintained saturated with oxygen which needs to be verified. That rate would be true if the 
watcr were agitated or aerated; however, the opposite was actually the case. The watcr was 
stagnant and not exposed to air circulation. There is a well-known effect in bodies of water 
where various mechanisms (e.g., presence of algae, stagnation, lack of sunlight at depths) can 
cause severe oxygen depletion and fish kill in natural watcrs (westem Pond 2006). 
Attachment F-D shows that the amount of oxygen at saturation in the 12 in. ofwater in cask 4 
could not sustain the 13 mildyr corrosion rate for more than a few months, let alone 23 years. 
However, even if  there were no more air admitted to the cask (by leakage in h r n  the top), there 
is sufficient oxygen in the air above the water to sustain the corrosion rate, &fit C I ~ A  be Cddssulved 
into the water ami diff... tu the crevice 01 bottom of the cask ut a rate suficieni bo maintain the 
corrosion rate. 
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Thc rate of oxygen diffusion from the surface of the water in cask 4 to the bottom can bc 
estimated by assuming the water at the air interface is maintained at saturation and assuming that 
difision is the only mechanism of transport through the water. The analysis given in Chapter 1, 
equation 1-2 1 of Dzfision in Solids (Shewmon 1963) is used, with a diffusion coefficient of 
oxygen in water of 2.5 x 1W5 crn'lsec. (Perry and Green 1997, page 2-232). This model predicts 
that ovcr 1 year would be required to achieve 50% saturation or the water at the bottom of the 
cask, and over 100 years to achieve 95% saturation. This catculation ignores consumption of 
oxygen by the corrosion reaction on the sides and bottom of the cask. 
The calculation fiom the preceding paragraph significantly underestimatcs the amount of oxygen 
absorption into the water because the cask was exl>osed to both day-to-night and summer-to- 
winter temperature fluctuations. Temperature gradients and hence thamal convection cycles 
would be produced in the 12 in. of water in the cask; these cyclcs would carry oxygen-laden 
water to the lower part of the cask and oxygenpoor water to the regions near thc air interface 
where it could obtain more oxygen. While it is likely that corrosion of the crcvice region 
continued at some lower rate and would have decreassd with timc, the rate is certainly much less 
than predicted using water saturated with oxygen. (It is noted that most of the data for the 
corrosion of carbon steel in water show a decrease in corrosion rate with time.) 
Determinations ofwall hckness in regions below thc water depth (12 in.) at numerous locations 
should be made to oblain definitive data on the amount of corrosion loss before cask 4 is used. 
Inspection of the lower walls should provide sufficient data to makc a judgment regarding the 
integrity of the bottom weldment. Visual inspection of thc vcrtical seam welds confirmed the 
analysis that accelerated corrosion of  the bottom weldment relative to the cask walls was not 
likely. 
Regarding the potential accessibility of water, into the back orthe crcvicc where the corrosion of 
the weld would occur, all evidence suggests very tight crcviccs with xesulting limited access of 
the corroding medium (water). 
The maximum wall thickncss loss of casks G, 7, 8, and 10, based on corrosion at saturation 
oxygen conditions and long term average temperature of about 68°F is 2.4 yr X 23 rnildyr or 
3 t,2 mils (about 1/32 of 1 in.). This amount of corrosion loss at the bottom weldment should not 
be detrimental, 
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In conclusion, this evaluation finds the following responses to the contract statements: 
HOS the structural integriv of the sieel caviiy liner been camprumid because of the 
cormion? 
No, The anticipated corrosion will not degrade the structural integrity of the cavity liner, 
because of its substantial starting thicknms and comparatively limited comsion rate. 
Is there u pi-acticul concern tlwl there is un issue due to water in the steel cavity liner 
/ m e r  weld joint and surroundingpurent me ld?  
No for casks 6 , 7 , 8 ,  and 10, but possibly for cask 4. 
Cwks 6 ,7 ,8 ,  and 10 should not have sustaincd damaging corrosion to the weldment during the 
relatively short periods they contained water. While the maximum probable conosion rate of 
13 rnils/yr is based on a temperature considered to be consistent with the average temperature nt 
the Hanford Site, it is recommended that 19.5 milslyr bc uscd as a bounding rate for corrosion 
for analysis to determine the structural capacity of thc wcldment for these casks as it is based on 
higher temperature than experienced by thcsc casks and assumed the water is maintained 
saturated with oxygen. 
The corrosion of the weldment in cask 4 may be too great to assure the integrity of the welded 
joint in the design basis accident when the maximum corrosion rate is considered. This 
conclusion is by no means certain because (1) the maximum corrosion rate used to draw this 
conclusion may not have been maintained for the approximately 23 years water was in the cask, 
and (2) the crevice may have been so tight that significant amounts of water could not reach the 
weld at the back of the crevice. 
- The following actions are recommended for cask 4; 
rn Perform a series of ultrasonic thickness measurements of the cask wall ncar thc bottom. 
Because the data and analysis suggest the corrosion of the weldment is not greater than 
thal of the wall, the analysis could show that the corrosion loss was not as great as the 
equations predict. 
Consider sealing thc crevice from the inside by use of a fillet weld at the crevice. 
Acknowlcdgc that the cost of the repair may outweigh the benefit of being able to use 
cask 4. 
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ATTACHMENT F-A 
CALCULATlON OW OXYGEN SOLUBILITY IN WATER 
SATURATED WITH AIR 
Solubility of a g z  in water is defined according to 
P = H x  
where 
P = partial prasure of solute, oxygen in this case, in the gas phase, atmospheres 
x =mole fraction in gas phase, units of moles solutelmde o f  solution 
H = Henry's law constant 
Therefore, x = P/H. 
Since air is 21% oxygen, P = 0.21. 
H for oxygen in water = 5.35 E4 ("five point three five times ten to the fourth powcr") at 104°F; 
units of H are (atmospheres of solute pressure in the gas phase per unit concentration of solute in 
the liquid phase). 
Therefore, x = 02115.35 E4 = 3.92 E 4  moles solutdmol solution. 
One mole of  oxygen = 22,400 cc or mL, assuming thc pcrfect gas law. 
22400 x 3.92 E-6 = 8.79 E-2 mL oxygedmole of watcr. 
One mole of water is 18 grams; 1 Liter of water is 1000 grams, therefore 
(8.79 E-2 mWmole * 1000 gramslliter)llS Igamdrnole = 4.88 mL oxygedLitcr ofwater. 
The correspnding value of x at 6 S F  is 6.5 1 .  
SOURCE 
Perry, R. H., and D.W. Green, 1997, Perry's ChemicuI Engineer's Handhook, 7th Edition, p 2-4, 
2-125, and 2-127, McGraw Hill Publishing, New York, New York. 
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ATTACHMENT F-B 
OXYGEN SATURATION CAIXNLATIONS 
saturatlon In cask M. Assume hrnpera!ure of 68F, insidediameter of 22.13 
Inches. Saturation mncentration of oxygm is 6.51 mL oxygen per liter of 
water. Amount of wabr found in cask #4 = 20 gallons, In cask 7 , 5  gal, in 
cask 8, ll quarts-(2.75 gal.). Gallons per inch calwlaled at rlght = 884.7 
cubic inches finch of height 
a s k  gal .in3 height, in 
4 20 4820 12.011 25 diameter 
8 2.75 635.25 7.651547 
7 5 1155 3.002813 22.13 
cormion pmmeds at 13 mils (0.073') per year. Bash, one Inch height and 
one year corrosion. Calwlate the volume in cublc centimeters. Densityof 
Fe(0Hp = 3.4 to 3.9 (use 3.4) g/cc and formula weight 108.87 gramshole 
Diameter height Mrroslon Vd, in3 Vol, m 3  mass, g moles 
22.1 3 1 0.013 0.903807 14.81068 50.35032 0.471192 
It requlres 3 moles of oxygen ta make 4 mdes of Fe(OH)3, from 
the formula 4 Fe + 8 H20 + 3 02 = 4 Fe(OH)3., BO 
0.471 192 0.75 = 0.3534 moles of oxygen required for 1 year 
cormion on one inch of cask height. Now use the volume of one 
inch of wafer to see how much oqgen is present In the water at 
sa twation. 
vollin, in3 vd, L Vol 0 2  (sat), mL 
384.8394 6.303085 41.03308 
The amount of oxygen requied (mL) is the number of mOleS 
required fm one year times 22,400 cc ImLYmol 
Molreq rnllmd mLreqd 
0.3534 22400 7916.16 
oxygen in the water be replmished from ihe alr W l m n  above it, 
wen wlih the top of the msk cbsad. Is there enwgh oxygen in 
the air above the water to saturate it? Calculate for cask #4, 
where the water heighl is 12.01 inches. V d  m e n  1s Vle heaht oi 
the air in the cask. for mek #4 = (172-12.01) x Ihe area of the 
cylinder. 
height diameter vol, in3 vol, un3 MI 02 vd 02 req yrs avail 
159.99 22.13 61538.45 1008431 211770.4 7916.16 26.75166 
oxygen prwent divaed by the requirement for one year. 
Discussion of h m  air mlld leak in, and depletion cf oxygen In the 
water due to stagnafion and poor mixing is discussed In the main 
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REVIEW CHECKLIST 
_. ... . - .. - -  
c & n e n t  Reviewd: 
?FTF-3147 7 Appendix P 
)ispusable Sclid Wa6:e Cask I..'netr Cc r ro3 ion  EvaluaCim 
7cvicw t h e  validiry bf the  corrosion rate h r i v e b  and.  the  cor.clusion5 ctraun. 
P r e v h s  reviewscomplete and mveranalysis, up to smpe of this review, wilh no gaps. 
Problem compl6tsIy definsd. 
Accident scenarios developed in a clear and logical m3nm-. 
Nmxssaly assumpbns explieltly stated and supporlsd, 
Computer mde5 and data files documented. 
Data used in calculations explicilly stmted in document. 
Dsta checked for consistency wlth orlglnal source Information as applicable. 
MathemaHcal dartvation checked includir,y dimensional cansietency of results. 
Models appropriate and used wilhin range of validily or use outside range of eslablished 
valldlty justified. 
Hand calculatiohs checked for errors. Spreadsheet results should be treated exactly the 
Sam0 as hand calculations. 
Soltware input correct and consistrrnt with document reviewed, 
Software oulput wnsialenl wilh input and with results reportcd in document revlewed. 
Limitslcriterislguidelines applicd to analysis results are appropriate and relr?ncd.  
Limitdcri~rialguidslines checked ageinst references. 
Ssiely margins consislent wilh good englneering psacilces. 
Conctuslons mndstent with analytical resulls and applicdh limits. 
Resulls and cunclusions address ell pOicls required in the problem statement. 
Format ccnsistent wilh approprials NRC Regulalory Guids or other standards. 
Revlaw calculations, wrnrnenls, andtor notes are altached. 
Document approvd 
'Any  calculations, comments. or notes generated as part ollhis review should be signad, dated and sttsched to Ihis 
chmllist. Such material should be labeled and recorded in such a manner as to be Intelligible tna ts-chnimlk quelaed third 
party - 
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w l 3 q l O g  Vl 0 4 - M y - 2 0 0 6  06:30:11 
W13q Work?ist/BatchlQC Repoxt far Gxoup# 20060349 
WL# 
2 B503 
26503 
28503 
26503 
28503 
26503  
28503 
2 8 5 3 2  
28532  
28532 
28532 
26532 
28532 
S#  Batch QC# 
2 2 8 8 7 5  32709 
8 28875 32709 
3 28875 3 2 7 0 9  
5 2 8 8 7 5  32709 
6 28875 32709 
7 28875 32709 
4 28875 32709 
33747 
32747 
32749 
33749 
3i749 
1 28SQ2 32769 
2 28902 32769 
4 28902 32769 
5 Z B 9 O Z  32769 
3 28902  32769 
5 28302 32769 
Tray Type 
B W K  
B U N K  
LCS 
DUP 
MS 
MSD 
SAMPLE 
DUP 
SAHPLB 
LCS 
DUP 
SAMPLE 
BLANK 
LCS 
MS 
MSD 
S M P L E  
SPK-RPD 
Sample# 
WQ6000 OB4 6 
WO 6 0 0 0 0 84 8 
MO 6000084 8 
PI0 6000 084 B 
W060000848 
W060000848 
W060000848 
W060040848 
Test  
Anions by Ion Chromatography 
Anlons by Ion Chromatography 
Anions by Ion Chromatography 
Anions by Ion Chromatography 
Anions by Ion Chramatcgraph~ 
A n i m a  by Ion Chromatography 
Anions by Ion Chromatography 
pH S o i l  and Waste Measurement 
pH 9611 and Waste Measurement 
Conductivity 
Conductivity 
Conductivity 
ICP - All possible m e t a l s  
ICF - All possible metals 
ICP  - All poesible metals 
ICP - All posaible metals 
ICP - All poss ib le  m e t a l s  
I C P  - All possible m e t a l s  
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W13q WorklistlBatchJQC Report for Group# 20060391 
2 8 5 8 9  128960 32803 
28589 2 28960 32803 
28589  4 28960 32803 
2 8 5 8 9  5 28960 32803 
28592 9 28963 32815 
28592 B 28963 32815 
28589 3 28960 22803 
2 8 5 9 2  io 28963 32815 
28592 io 28963 32815 
Tray Type 
BLANK 
BLANK 
BLANK 
LCS 
LC s 
DU P 
M8 
MSD 
SAMPLE 
SAMPLE 
SAMPLE 
LCS 
m P L E  
SAMPLE 
SAMPLE 
DUP 
LCS 
DUP 
SAMPLE 
SAMPLE 
SAMPLE 
MS 
MSD 
SAMPLE 
SPK-RPD 
sample# 
WO60000956 
W060000956 
W060000956 
W060000956 
W060000957 
H060000958 
W060000956 
WO60000957 
W060000958 
W O 6 W O O O Q 3 7  
W060000956 
W06 DO0 0956 
W060900957 
WO6000P958 
W060Q00959 
W060000959 
W060000959 
W06000D959 
T e s t  
Anion8 by 
Anions by 
Anions by 
Anions by 
Anions by 
Anions by 
Aniona by 
Anions by 
Anions by 
Anions by 
Anions by 
Ion Chromatography 
Ion Chromatography 
Ion Chromatography 
Ion chrmnatography 
I on  Chromatagraphy 
Ion Chromatography 
Ion Chromatography 
Ion Chromatography 
I on Chromatography 
Ion Chromatography 
Ion Chromatography 
pH Direct Measurement 
p H  D i r e c t  Measurement 
pH Direct Measurement 
p H  D i r e c t  Meagurement 
pH D i r e c t  Measurement 
Conductivity 
Conductivity 
Conductivity 
Conductivity 
Conductivity 
ICP - All pos8ible  metals 
ICP - All possible metals 
Icp - All possible metals 
ICP - All pweib le  metals 
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